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We were all there
Same cycle, yay.
Not aware
Our ideas, boredom, contemplating
Or look up, bumping strangers

Education system
Eight-hour day
We don’t have a clue what we’ll face
Ringing of bell
Teachers on duty, shaking their heads
Students walking by
Bubbles of thoughts, trapped
lingering opportunity to ﬂoat away

Waking from unconsciousness
World awaiting our destiny
Urging for a chance of a direction
Towards that gear
constantly changing
Start up a system of awareness;
Partner up to guide
Toward a class free from
unexpected expectation

Brightness outside double doors,
inside all day wanting to go home
The same chatter and noise,
squeaking shoes, obnoxious laughter
heading to wherever needed, not phased
In box with various openings
The normal path
No control, just adolescence
Having an invisible presence
It’s okay,
We soon outgrow the environment
Beyond our need
Approach the intersection
Something there for us
To meet
We were all there
Same cycle, yay.
Not aware
Our ideas, boredom, contemplation
Or look up, bumping strangers

We set the standards
Educate to believe
Reiterate our decisions
Conscious of times to ﬂee,
Not stick around, not pleased
Start to brighten up
Time to go please!

REMEMBERING THE
HALLWAYS

Day ends
Capable of letting the door open
Free, relief!
Radiating the halls
We are dismissed

Blended emotions, upcoming commotions
However nothing can prevent us
From ringing our own bell,
Going our own way

“Purple Glare”
The black camera snaps the beginning in
6th grade
The journey continues with long bus rides
to colleges
Savory burgers, and sugary cookies from
their cafeterias
Yellow blank pages
in the museum

Laughter with my friend who tried to
greet college students
The memories tucked into my heart and
carved into my mind
The purple glare of my glasses snap the
foggy path ahead
A chapter soon to begin where one had
ended

An Unexpected Journey
This mountain is not insurmountable
Though the ground grumbles, preparing to rearrange
Each step further proves nothing will change
Instead, I push past rasping, racist winds despite how impossible
When I reach the top, when I prove I’m more than able
Critic clouds roll in the raging storm older than my age
But in this turbulent tempest, I’ve become the sage
Climbing down the mountain, helping explorers see they’re capable
We strap in our gear and begin to climb up
Leading learners on an expedition of excellence
This quest allows us to become champions, passing down the same cup
My 8th-grade teacher gave me when she saw that glint of brilliance
She started me on the sojourn and said, “You’re too smart to allow anyone to
stir up
Those ancient storms from within.” Then I’ll pass on this lesson, this
strength, and resilience.

The Life of Melanie Harrington
Beginning
Despite my role as the president of the
student council and my involvement in the
National Honors Society, my guidance
counselor never invited me to talk about
college or future plans. As a first-generation
student, I didn’t even know that you had to
apply to college ahead of time; I thought you
just showed up. Luckily, I had an uncle who
went to LSU who helped me and encouraged
me.
The warm summer before senior year came
with a program called Upward Bound, which
focused on lower income families with kids
who had potential to succeed in college. Six
weeks of living on campus, engaged in
classes to prepare for senior year, building a
network with other first-generation students
so we could have a friend in the same boat.
I went to college for my bachelors in human
development and family relations, and that
was the start of everything.

Middle
The smell of coffee was starting to smell like
stress. I was exhausted from managing this
business all by myself. I knew it was time to
go. I’d had jobs in social work before, at a
foster care agency for disabled kids, and at a
men’s homeless shelter. Human service work
was my dedication.
I decided to go back to teaching, but teaching
had changed from 2007 to 2015. I felt like they
sucked the craft out of it. Scripts were created,
strict structures made for teachers who didn’t
know how to teach. For an impassioned
educator like myself, this was too rigid, this
was not where I could help people, and at the
end of the school year it was time to go again.

End
My last semester in college I took a cultural
anthropology class and I loved it. It really
struck a chord with me, connections between
people, and I realized I needed to work with
openness and empathy. Based on my
background and wanting to serve, I applied
for an education position at Vermilionville.
I’ve been here five and a half years working
with low-income schools and low-achieving
schools. My first acquaintance with GEAR UP
was a summer program that invited artists
and scientists, partnered with teachers, to
develop lessons for students to learn about
culture and history. I wanted to bring equity
to education, and partnered with GEAR UP
we move towards that goal.

The Momentum
of Confidence
the drought and doubt
of words have power
these challenges bring
forth fortitude

flourish and find
what connects
to the piece
to the page
these written words will
soon feel comfortable

•Field Trip•
Set to be clueless
exclusion from prior expectations, hesitation
of what true help
is really needed

My friends enjoying the moments
always remember
showing interest in a world beyond the desk,
the whiteboard

Time for class, the program
set to last,
included in lessons, drifting to slumber
however above and beyond to help the students
How about me?
My future?
What initiative would ignite me to succeed?

One day my destination
we all go our separate ways
Now aware where
my dreams can expand
You have more!
my life commands
Take advantage of the resources
I kept, never left

A school event, escape beyond that old
structured system
Museum unraveling beautiful images
New visions
I aspire to write my interpretation
to any extent

Appreciation, dedication
Conjuring the hope
to come to a point of nostalgia
Faith of it all coming together
One day will make complete sense

“Annual Performance Review”
A baker understands
The complexities of
Oil, sugar, flour
The minute increments of temperature
Leading to soft cake and silky Italian
buttercream
The necessity of a pinch of salt
To enhance the sweetness
Everything precise, measured,
ordered
Into an epiphany of flavor.

Networks of numbers
Data into knowledge
Reports are more than
Columns of green filled with black
numbers
They are an insight to
Perspectives beyond the perception
And misconception
Of cold numbers in a void
A foundation for change that might
otherwise
Sink under the demands of the day.

The weighing and ratios
Behind the display case of
Shining petit fours and smooth
macarons,
Behind the performance review
And quantified achievements,
Remain invisible.
Derided as mere measurement or
Scorned as cold calculation
Yet a necessary foundation
Making opportunities where young
minds
Can be proved under gentle warmth
To see when and where knowledge
Engineers rising potential.

A Love Marked Down in Writing
How could I begin to describe
A thought glutted with gratitude
A room of young writers before me
My eyes lighting up at the sight of inspired students
My heart filling with pride
How could I begin to describe
An immense museum filled with blossoming minds
A frenzy of creativity
Our enthusiastic energy filling the grand room
Our memories holding strong
How could I begin to describe
A love marked down in writing

Out of the Ordinary
After Terrance Hayes’ “The Golden Shovel”
I’ve been trying to figure this out,
staring at profound pictures of
women dancing, what’s the
difference between remarkable and ordinary?
When do you enter that otherworldly realm?
When you no longer worry of
what the public thinks, what
they say? Mama always told me, screw the public,
dance however you please, focus on your education
and everything that it offers.

Nathan Roberts

I)
Seventeen years old.
Somewhere between early
morning sun rises
And Late night sunsets
I’m reminded:
●

DON’T
○
Abandon your
beginnings
○
Overanalyze the
simple details
○
Disregard your
craftsmanship
○
Neglect the things
that bring you joy
○
Forget to…

Fill the Blank Pages
Of life’s book.

II)
A voice that needs to be heard
Can mesmerize an audience
Captivate them with words
Can you hear what I’m
screaming?
Syllables harsh on the ears as they
crawl to the guts of your soul
Can you sense what I’m
feeling?
Heart palpitations
Filling your veins with anxious hellos
and goodbyes
Can you see what I’m showing?
A cloth cut from the blackest of sheep
protecting from the calamity of life

III)
Freshly baked apple pie
A mix of tart and sweet
A desert you can savor
Somewhere in between
Cinnamon covered fingers
And flower dusted hands
I beg that you
●

DO
○
○
○
○

My Essence

○

Remember your
evolution
See the bigger picture
Fuel your creative outlet
Let your passions guide
you
Follow them as they lead
to…

The Improved Page.

A Voice
I.

The morning light streamed through
the low hanging oaks. The sun
already warming my bones. As I sip
my bitter coffee, I ponder and reﬂect:
What has GEAR UP given me?

II.

An outlet, a community, and a voice I
never knew I possessed.

Announcements of GEAR UP over the intercom
The seminar held in the gym during 6th grade
Welcomed to a program to gear up for college
All of its promises, never broken

“Promises”

The “I’M” program opened my eyes
Talks on inner self and self growth
The stories told down our eighth grade hall
That classroom, split by shelves, littered college
flags
There we wept together which brought us closer

One of the mentor’s opened ears
Was a haven for my fainted heart
Having my grandma taken
Left me seared sore
With them, my feelings found release

I shared poems in the museum
Something I thought I could never do
I wrote my wounds on blank pages
Through leaders’ encouragement,
Charred pages left a lighter heart
Their extended hands to help me forward
Journeys to several colleges
Talks of architecture, business, and
marketing
Becoming a GEAR UP Ambassador
Escape on trips during the summer
Mentors turned friends turned family
GEAR UP provided opportunities
College awareness and reality of tomorrow
Community, maturity, creativity
All of its promises, never broken

The Delicate Moments

Green and gray Spanish Moss
hangs down from oak trees twisted
and contorted, catching nature’s Mardis Gras
beads,
rooted in a silence disturbed by glistening
swamp cicadas glowing blue and green
with their growing fuzzing fizz
as if a beer can had been opened under the tree.
There’s a stench of rotten eggs fuming from the
murky water
and a sudden rush of running sewage
spilled into this coastal home.

I was once at a GEAR UP event
surrounded by sculptures.
We went out, ﬁnding portraits
of local black Louisianians poised in beauty and
etched
with gold foil.
We found boxes that could be moved,
that tested our design, and we found
English paintings of sunny beaches and steel
cannons.
I led a group of young poets toward the truth in
these things,
pulled out the lessons of my heart, and shredded
their usual
state-created script.

Some things are never said
no shouts of “Laissez le Bon Temps Rouler” or
“Lagniappe”
between each buttered mouthful of unshelled
crawﬁsh heads.
They are things that are said in the silent breeze,
blown past nature’s Mardis Gras beads
or surrounded by sculptures. They are heard in
the eyes
of a people presented in gold foil or the growing
orchestra of swamp cicadas.
These are the delicate moments, the ones worth
writing for.
They can be propagated by poets or polluted by
politicians,
but luckily there are those conservationists who
preserve the natural moment who cultivate our desire to learn.

A Letter to Dana
Dear Ms. Dana,
I want to thank you for all the ways you have improved my life. Your positivity and devotion have helped me in ways that you don’t
even know. In general, I used to struggle with opening up and engaging with others. I kept to myself and felt very isolated from the rest of
the world. When I ﬁrst met you at the GEAR UP ACT prep bootcamp, I was unsure of myself and of what my future goals were, but you
were patient with me, you listened to me, and—most importantly— you believed in me. When you approached me at the end of the camp
oﬀering to talk to the dean of Berea College for me, I was astounded. It had never occurred to me that someone would think I was
extraordinary. That moment marked the start of change for me. It gave me the conﬁdence I was missing and it gave me the strength to
grow as both a student and a person. Thank you.

Yours,
Sami Osman

Catherine Godbold

Excerpt from “When I Was Your Age”
II.
I.
The lights on the stage are glaring, and I already
feel the adrenaline coursing through me--no scratch
that. The adrenaline has been building since the
previous speaker went up. Now it’s pulsing in my veins,
telling me to flee.
I look out at the audience, mostly people from the
workshop and the students’ families, but there are
professors and news media folks as well.
The tremble in my hands rattles the pages of my
writing journal.
My body wants to panic, but my mind recalls what
we learned this week: no prefaces, no excuses, just
read. I put on the mantle of my other self, who can stand
in front of a classroom and act out Shakespeare with
hyperbolic caricature.
When the applause fades and I--back in my
seat--become myself again, the lingering tension is a
victory.

If only psychic powers were a real thing.
“You’ve got this,” runs like unspooling dental floss
to clear away the nerves of the student at the front of the
class. If he can remember to take a deep breath, trust
himself, trust his effort, he’ll do fine. But the script in his
hands shakes in time with his breathing.
He has tried so hard all year but still struggles
with his brain going on hold, blanking out on the words
he needs to say. A minute will go by in the same place, a
page gone blank at the moment you hit “save.”
“You can do this,” I think again, wishing I could
rest my assurance like a blanket on his shoulders.
He begins to read.
Although his eyes remain on the page, not ready
yet to release that last lifeline and swim, his voice flows
with character and energy. He makes it through without
stopping.
Maybe I don’t need to be psychic. I just need to
remember what it feels like and hold out a steady hand.

It’s True
It’s true, I’m like you
running from the truth with a
pen in hand, eyes wild
trying to deny wanting
a release from what’s inside.
It’s true, I’m like you
- writing poems since middle school
getting comfortable
with being uncomfortable,
that’s something you have to choose.

It’s true, I’m like you
running from the truth like a
shy child with stage fright
trying to avoid wide eyes,
feeling pinched knees from behind.
It’s true, I’m like you
- writing poems since middle school,
accept that you’ll be
influenced consistently
by something external, see,
It’s true, I’m like you
dancing on stage with the truth
shocked by all the things
I’m capable of doing,
there is always something new.

"The Man Behind the Mystery:
Q&A with Mr. Cy the GEAR UP
Guy from Lafayette High"
I chatted with Mr. Cy the GEAR UP guy, a
husband, father, son, brother, friend,
teacher - in that order. After 22 years of
teaching, being Dean of Students, and
Assistant Principal at St. Martinville Senior

Q: What is your favorite GEAR UP memory?
A: Honestly, the first summer Improving the
Blank Page (IBP) workshop and the summer

Q: What kind of mentoring did you receive?
What kind of mentoring do you wish you
had received?

LA Tech camp were my two most meaningful

A: I never spoke to a counselor or

and memorable GEAR UP experiences. The

administrator the entire time I was in high

reason is in both I felt our program was really

school. I was naturally a good student and I

living up to its full potential - deep, rich

had wonderful, supportive educated parents

experiences that will stay with students and

and wonderful teachers who filled in any

teachers for life.

blanks. Still, I would have loved to have

High School, Cy Dugas became Lafayette

GEAR UP. It would have made my early

High School’s GEAR UP coach 3 years ago.

IBP workshops definitely made deep memories

educational decisions better. I thought I

He is a man who has seen the power of

for myself and other students. During these

wanted to be a lawyer...me a lawyer?! - I

change through education and

camps our voices are heard, we are encouraged

hate conflict, arguing and “mess” - great

interpersonal connection, and is a personal

to speak for ourselves and present our work

lawyer I would have been. I think if I would

hero of mine. I asked Mr. Cy about his

like it has already won an award.

have had GEAR UP I would have embraced

GEAR UP experiences, his commitment to
his students, and how he feels about

“Connections between me and students,

paperwork. What he said may surprise

parents, fellow educators and community

you...

partners was key to being a successful
educator.”

the nerd in me and have pursued either
journalism or education from the start
instead of “wasting” time pondering law
school and how to get in.

Mr. Cy is not alone in almost choosing a career
path he wasn’t comfortable in or passionate
about just because it would lead to a high
paying job or social status. Dr. Kreamer, the
leader of Epiphanies Everywhere, almost went
to college for pre-pharmacy even though her
passions lied in English. This is all to say that
money and status shouldn’t be your sole drive
in choosing a degree or career.

“Little victories are SO underrated and

Q: What have you learned from being a GEAR
UP coach?
A: I have always felt that connections between
me and students, parents, fellow educators and
community partners was key to being a
successful educator. GEAR UP has only served
to reinforce this. Working for GEAR UP has
made me realize how varied the population of
our LPSS schools is and how unique each
student is within their peer group.

I ask myself this question every day and on

I feel lots of these.”

some days I don’t know if I do; some days

Q: What kind of challenges have you faced as a

I feel so caught up in paperwork, forms,

coach?

etc that I really don't feel I’ve helped

A: PAPERWORK! I love working with people -

anyone. I hope that if I haven’t made a

I can do this all day every day and go home

difference in student’s lives I’ve at least

smiling; fortunately 75% of my GEAR UP

made them smile, feel comfortable and

coaching time is (or at least can be) this. The

accepted and they know they have

other 25% of meetings/forms, etc drive me

someone to talk to if they need...that’s

insane but I see this as just part of the game...the

life-changing, right?

reading of the rules that allows me to play.
Mr. Cy certainly has changed many lives in
Q: Do you feel like your work makes a

little ways, but as he said, it’s the small

difference in your students’ lives?

victories that make a difference. With Mr.

A: Little victories are so underrated and I

Cy’s guidance, kindness, and willingness to

feel lots of these. Most of the time this

always lend a hand, his students can feel

difference is not monumental or life changing,

prepared for their postsecondary careers.

but it is important.

Fruition

The sun’s heat battles the fog of a recent shower.
The thunder looming in the distance warning of its return.
The whoosh of AC hits me with a jolt.
My footsteps echo in this quiet corridor,
my mouth suddenly dry,
my heartbeat quickens in my throat,
the beads of sweat drip down my back
encouraging my self-conscious soul.
I grip the cold metal handle.
The room is ﬁlled with the eager faces of students in their Senior year.
Their parents look at them,
all the hopes of a family dream weighing heavy in the air.
My hands tremble with anticipation and expectation.
I rush from table to table,
twirling back and forth,
bouncing from question to question.
If this were a ballet,
it would be called the deadline dance.
Can you feel what I’m saying?
It’s the encouraging murmur of a parent who never went to college.
It’s the ethereal glow of a room ﬁlled with possibility.
It’s my role to create fruition for futures.

The Writing Process
1. Write a metaphor
Jim McDonald
as an animal
2.

Write a metaphor
as a hobby or
profession

3.

Write a metaphor
of your choosing

Sleepless nights
Piles of crumpled paper clutter the floor
Empty pens from failed endeavors
Empty mugs of artificial motivation
Glassed over eyes
Mindlessly staring at a computer screen
My Realm of Ideas
Bubbling to the surface
Then fizzling out
So then I sleep
My dreams bring my ideas
To reality
Tomorrow I will write.
Never underestimate the determination
of the writer
To improve the blank page

Over the last 9 years
What I wanted for the children was this:
Dream Big, but plan better
There are so many paths to your success
Just because you endure failures
Do not waver from your chosen destiny
Plan your path in thick layers
Eighty percent of you were first generation

“Nine”

From the LSU-A residential camp,
Eighty frightened teens in the quad
Afraid of haunted dormitories
A young man decided he belonged in college
Soon, he walked across the stage
I saw another child grow and pursue their dream to fly among the white, wispy clouds
Most of my students from middle school
Now ready for college, to pursue the next chapter of their lives

What I wanted for the parents was this:
Be informed on the reality of college
Cheer and help your children as they chase their dreams
Not dwelling on your doubts of your child’s success
Even during college, know where to find answers
Most parents don’t understand the expanse of education
Even I had to learn as a single mother and educator
What I’ve been blessed with was this:

The challenges of gaining support
From both teachers and administration
The differing personalities
The plentiful campuses
What stood true was this:
I made bonds with my students
I was able to guide children and parents alike
Towards the many possibilities
To be apart of their village
Apart of their life

Over the last 9 years

Improvement Upon My
Blank Page
When they came and asked me to join
I thought, “I don’t need them.”
considering what I knew years before
Years ago when
My own writing kept the scissors oﬀ my skin
My own writing inspired me to ﬁnd some ounce of courage within
But my mentor said it was a huge opportunity
I guess she already saw that
“too much blood has run under the bridge.”
She knew all along that
The Writing Project was right;
thank goodness I was wrong

Excerpt from “Limitations”
Each time I consider modeling a writing task for my students, I imagine myself writing alongside
them, seeing them building a sense of confidence and mastery by helping me improve as well. And then
my email inbox dings. We need to complete a survey for school funding purposes, and there’s a new
district training online, this one on what to do if someone on campus ever goes into cardiac arrest.
The morning bell rings, and it’s time to begin teaching. Every moment is full, listening and learning
from the students’ discussions, asking questions to push them another step forward. It’s a light-bulb
moment, all too rare. Tomorrow, we go back to preparing for the state exam and practicing the comma
rules that make up so much of the English portion of the ACT. Test for success while we lose the rest.
But...what if I don’t let it go? When we try to explain the best experiences of our lives and learning,
we realize that you can’t understand it if you don’t go through it yourself. Our students struggle to
understand, often fail to be eager and engaged, because they can’t see themselves getting through it.
What if I allowed my students to have a no-fear attitude, knowing that the ideas are what matter and
the rest will come as we revisit our work again and again? What if I allow myself to have no fear and trust
that the learning will happen when I write with them? What if, instead of grammar tomorrow, we respond to
art? How might that help them understand an argument or how an author constructs a scene in words
rather than charcoal or pastels?
The emails and training and grading and duty and copies and planning are all still waiting. But my
time with these students is counting down too, and I won’t let them go knowing only the limits of the test
and not how to test the limits they set on themselves.

Completed Chapter
Shift my thoughts
holding books on shelf, look down,
black print of letters,
fingers flipping each page
Glad I learned
beauty exists in every individual story
I’m behind the counter, checking out books,
beep of the scanner, stuck in my head
My partner,
Our glasses and coffee
The sweet, strong, hot taste, gets me going
Survive day, constant talking
Bookworm me,
Always wondering what I should read
Remembering days I taught
Curious about stories to be told;
Can I do the same?
Too focused structure, analysis, which my job description
Gives impression of how I should teach,
questioning my abilities
Accept my writing style
to not overpower me
I allow myself to roam into a free world of imagination
picturing images of my purpose
standing in front of desks, blank faces
I can’t read
Sleepers who lift their head
marks from deep sleep
no care to be engaged
because of the unknown skill
they have yet to reveal

Partnership, fellow teachers
Professionals storytellers,
Gearing me towards
knowledge that
All are creators
received advice
I always meet
A changed writer,
Beginning my next duty
No explanation, my spirit
Wants to showcase young souls
to feel the drive, stories not to judge.
Understand,
they can’t lean on me
if I can’t stand and inspire to show
Allow the flow
In form of lettering
They find the spark
They have the power of
Creating rare pieces
that enlightens life

Lift my head, take the wheel
Be myself, believe in my works
Run around world of words
Be asset for children to explore
release the urge of expected perfection
but mastered self-interpretation
They hold the key,
the platform
Eventually we all will be
Hoping this will remain a form
Of expressio
As I hear the scribbling
I saw them staring at pages,
Faces filled with thoughtfulness, contemplation
shifting to my students
those who look up at me
raising their hands, effort wanting a helpful lead
I walk away from my platform
love to see the integrity of pieces
writing growing connections
Reflection of human experience
my role, our words in bold
creative writing bonding us with ease
This is just the beginning,
I’ll shelve this book,
loaned in my heart
This chapter complete.

New Perspectives
Di erent styles and di erent people
wide openings or narrow stretches
high school friends or college professors
Constantly changing and always uid.
A sea of inspiration to challenge me
new perspectives foreign to my own
places I never considered
McNeese or Tulane
LA Tech or Northwestern
people I may have never met
Kirsi or
Sophie

all given to me through GEAR UP.
The pictures taken,
the friendships created,
the lasting memories,
all given to me through this program.
I constantly remember these experiences
that allowed me to become a better person
that allowed me to experience the unknown.

Royal Blue

the royal blue walls of Blue Dog
the smell of a sizzling steak
the clinking of glasses
of a toast made high
Josh and Toby
laughing boisterously
as I held my tray
heavy in hand
the ache of a double
wearing on my bones
the moon rises
gleaming and glowing
another day gone
the royal blue night emerges

this royal blue sweater
wrapped snug around me
this heavy shoulder bag
weighing me down unnecessarily
the scrape of chalk
on a ﬁfty year old board
the silence of students
who have no comment
except for Alex and Nikki
the only one’s willing
the smell of a crisp fresh textbook
its smooth royal blue cover

the royal blue sky
outside my classroom windows
the smell of fresh ﬂowers
the air thick with humidity and possibility
Andrea and Katie hopeful
for our collaboration
the bell resonates and echos
the shufﬂing of students
funneling into the room
each voice louder than the next
the contrast in this room
the possibility indeed visible
the crinkle of paper on desks
my royal blue pen at the ready

Josh Capps

Lines of Intent
so much depends upon my first publication
- a few short lines of intent
the coming has revealed my deepest revelations
my rhymes undergo meticulous manipulation
- it’s how I repent
so much depends upon my first publication
all this knowledge leads to liberation
- so powerful I nearly wept
the coming has revealed my deepest revelations

After William Carlos Williams’
“The Red Wheelbarrow”

these words are merely self preservation
- rest when I haven’t slept
so much depends upon my first publication
I’m only left with anticipation
- doubts have came and went
the coming has revealed my deepest revelations
nothing quite like creation
- the world is mine to reinvent
so much depends upon my first publication
the coming has revealed my deepest revelations

The Worker Bee
Hundreds of miles are covered in a mere six weeks
Excavating gold dust spread between corn-yellow sunflowers
And passing it down until it becomes a thick, golden-brown
Hundreds of students are met in only a few decades
Educating new perceptions shared between impoverished children
And pressing for them to share their new solutions
It doesn’t matter the condition
They’ll buzz in the sun or the rain
Teachers will educate in person, virtually or
Even traveling on horseback each day
What matters are those groups
The ones that encourage the production
Of engineered solutions
These colonies that work together
For a sweet, natural remedy

Always a Writer
For almost every summer since seventh grade I have participated in the writing camp, Improving the Blank Page. Since middle school
I had dreams about becoming a ﬁction writer and I had numerous fantasy worlds and magic kingdoms brewing in my mind. Even
though my interests have changed a lot from when I was younger, I was always a writer. At my middle school, I was a part of a
creative writing club that was hosted by my social studies teacher, Ms. Tidwell, and this summer program wasn’t too diﬀerent from
it. The college professors and teachers at the camp gave us prompts for characters, setting, and whatever they thought was
important for us to practice. There was a greater variety in the kinds of writings we practiced at Improving the Blank Page than
what Ms. Tidwell could let us explore in her classroom. I learned how to embody the characters I wrote and make them into real
people, how to write a scene that shows action instead of just telling, how to create a perspective that could immerse you in a story,
and much more. I sharpened my existing skills with these classes and discovered new ways to write as well. I wouldn’t say this
summer program taught me more than my standard English classes, but it ﬁlled in the gaps where imagination was missing.
When we were visited by our state’s poet laureate, my eyes were opened to the assortment of poetry styles and techniques. Poetry
seemed like the kind of writing pretentious Shakespeare enthusiasts were into, but once we practised poetry as just another way to
tell a story I felt like I had found the medium made for me. With poetry, I didn’t have to stick to linear writing. I could emphasize
ideas with just spacing. I could interject a thought with a boom or a snap. I could rhyme all the way down to the last stanza, but I
was free to write in prose as well.
Writing as a hobby made me feel clever and artistic, and my feelings of conﬁdence in my writing were boosted by the encouraging
teachers at Improving the Blank Page. The most important thing they do for us is take our writing seriously. Over the years I’ve
grown more comfortable with sharing my writing and presenting it out loud. The teachers from this program are our biggest
cheerleaders and they reassure me that my short stories and poems are important. The joyful energy combined with the support for
my craft strengthened my love for writing, and kept me coming back every summer that I could.

Daily Reminders
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Make sure they never miss the memo
Allow yourself to see the bigger picture
Remember the student’s anticipation
Bouncing like ultraviolet rays
Remember how curiosity beams from their eyes
As they explore their dreams
Remember their excitement for their future
As it lies ahead of them
Remember you are the stage manager, backstage, behind the
curtains,
Making sure everyone is in their places
Don’t forget the lights, the camera, the action
Remember to watch the magic unfold
Watch students take pride in their accomplishments
As bright futures lie ahead of them
Most importantly, remember there's always more than what
meets the eye

Sunshine
She is sunshine
Always wearing a smile
Radiating a positive attitude
Making everyone’s worries and concerns go away
She is a planner
Making sure everyone is on the right path to success
She is a vivid spectrum of color and life
A rainbow after a thunderstorm
She is a sunflower
A leader pointing to those around her
To follow the sun
Even though she may not see her students face-to-face
She hears their stories
And knows them by name
They inspire her
To continue leaving sunshine wherever she goes
As she passes through each day
You’ll remember her
When you see “fancy chocolates” at the store
Or a checkmark by your list
You’re reminded of her presence
When you see sunlight glowing through your window
Or when you smell a fresh ocean breeze

The College and Career Coach
My mom could only offer her limited
knowledge about college to help me
navigate this new part of my life. The
countless nights spent sitting at my dining
room counter with her discussing the
process of furthering my education
created nothing but tension and anger. My
body ﬁlled with dread at the thought of
college. My heart would pound and my
palms would sweat upon the mere
uttering of the word. Each day I grew to be
more and more worried about how to
understand the way the university process
works. I spent countless nights lying in
bed, kept up by my racing mind.

Feelings of doubt and concern began to
consume me. But in February of 2020, the
college and career coach at Lafayette High,
Mr. Dugas, came to my 5th hour English
class to talk about different local
universities. He explained in great detail
about how to ﬁnd the resources I needed.
He explained what I needed to know to
complete the FAFSA and how I can accept
ﬁnancial aid at a school. The more he
talked, the more relief I felt and the lighter
my heart became. My fear of the unknown
began to dissipate. The fear continued to
melt. It melted until nothing remained of
it.

“The Finish
Line”

There my room sat on the bottom floor
Mustard walls, sprinkled with college pennants
Google classroom codes, and CLEP and ACT
information
An opened door for any questions I could
answer
My desk filled with papers, pictures of family,
yellow and orange folders
The discussions with students in the cool hallways
About postsecondary plans, FAFSA,
GEAR UP events, or emails that I had sent them
Traveling in the baking weather
Un-creased Nikes strolled on the pavement of
college campuses
Feedback on surveys from participants after
trips
Flexible schedules, an open-minded boss
The battle with federal paperwork
The drive of students’ needs
So many bonds, passions, and memories
Every person with a different story
I chose to stay until the finish line
Could not choose retirement yet
God couldn’t have put me in a better job

Home
1997
fear feels heavy
the black ominous shade of night
the chill in the air
goosebumps unfurling across my body
the sound of ripped pages
the endless hunt
the chase
the getaway
don’t look back

2002
heartbreak feels empowering
the do over
the begin again
a student at 40
the clack of my shoes
on these bricks
the steps to take
this humidity reminds me
of the weight I must carry

2007
growth feels scary
the jingle of keys
my own classroom
the paintbrush in hand
swooping, swooshing
creating my mind’s eye
the introduction of writing
sweaty palms
evidence of hesitation
embrace the pen
embrace the blank page

2021
freedom feels light
homeward bound ﬁnally
stacked boxes surround me
the giddiness reverberates through me
the notion of being scared long gone
it’s time for the soul restoration
it's time for the taste of the breeze that
once was home
it’s time for the waves to envelope me in hugs
it’s time to fall in the sand, heavy with gratitude,
kissing my ﬁngertips with the taste of lingering salt
home
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“Welcome to the Gallery”
I invite you to discover a
Life beyond the white canvas
Of unknown opportunities.
Let your bars be musical

Would you set a table where each attendee

Rather than imprisoning.
Leaves with a mark on their heart
Where you play a role to which
You are called, rather than one

Highlighting their growth in kintsugi* gold?

In which society typecast you.

Would you open the vault of your heart

Come and explore a mystery

When a moment captured

To reveal a room of broken eggshells,**

Where the only answer you need

Through your lens develops

Speaking of pain and healing in their

Is the one you create

Within your audience.

Clean but fragmentary hollows?

Yourself.

*Kintsugi is a Japanese art in which broken pottery is reconstructed, and the cracks are highlighted with gold or other metals.
**Referencing the Emerge art installation by Susan David, created for the Acadiana Center for the Arts in 2019, pictured above from the ACA website.

Flowering
Seeds were planted
In soil dug by hard working parents,
The ﬁrst to go to college.
I looked forward to continued growth on a university campus
But when I initially arrived I felt like I didn't belong,
I rushed my growth
Grew taller and taller
Not caring if my grades weren’t the best I just needed to go
Before these primroses realized I grew from different roots
Before anyone could notice that I wasn't meant to be here.
But these doubts were wrong, I know this as I ﬁnish my
fourth degree
I know that these doubts were wrong.
I till the soil for the “bad kids” with those same doubts
These yellow dandelions that taught me how to blow in the
wind, how to be resilient and challenge labels and not let
others decide what I’m capable of

An opportunity came to tend a whole garden
To write stories and poetry with GEAR UP students
Twist their vines around pencils and use their voices
I work to help students like me see that they do belong
I sprinkle water and take them out of the shade
Work with them and watch realization bloom on their faces
In the same garden I grew my own voice, I was so shy at
ﬁrst
Slowly my petals bloomed, warming up under the sun
Now personal connections is my career
I partner with other institutions who believe in the
dandelions like I do
We carry river stones and garden gnomes and expand our
garden

Matt Canone
(Canone)
Stand up
( Wait, Does he ever do that?)
Fix your posture
(I know he never does that.)
Raise your voice
(oh… I’m listening)
Share your story
(okay… he does tell us stories.)
Put them in a group
(Groups help me open up.)
Challenge them
Instill value and ownership
( That sounds strangely reasonable)
Watch as they evolve and change
Right before your eyes
( Yes, I see it now.)
Good things happen
Listen to the people,
Who have taught for years
Stand before your class
(And say…)

Elizabeth Sullivan (DO NOT NAME!)

☆

☆

I’m not that rock;
Dependent of movement
Instilled position,
I’m living

Words my m

edicine, revi
ving
Event after
camp,
Support, sh
owcasing m
y talent
Task to add
, time to lea
d
A legacy insp
iring revoluti
on
Last resort
only solution
s

No stress,
Want uplifting
Reaching to add tasks
Create goals to surpass
Consistently till I crash

Checklist set
e
Ready to complet
d
Something’s weir
ary
we
d
Worrisome an
e
I need to breath

Enhance my mentality
Rashly compressing
I know my standard

eve
I apparently achi
People here when
f
lie
I lose be
They’re gone when
to see
that’s all I have

Have that spark
Make sure I know
True fulﬁllment
Don’t use my assumption
To cloud my motivation

I’m ﬁne, but
’s in mind
That’s not what
a multiple
I’m a prime, not
ind
I’ll intensify my gr

☆

Soul move my heart
Situations gear my decisions
Existence roots for experience
Spirit encourages my origination
Forever transition

☆

Rock solid
Goals to reach
ose
Living well I supp

MENTAL ♡

I can do an
ything
Not begging
for sympath
y
Adapting, to
wards peace
That’s honor
to me
The list tra

nsformed to
a scroll
I’ll continue
to compose
Demand for
no end
Hope in my
pockets
I rock, deﬁn
itely not solid
.

☆

♡

☆

College awareness, that is the goal
Be guided and informed for the next chapter
With new memories made along the road
Inside of the large glass windows,
Up and down the stairs lit by white light
The Hilliard inspired my journey with short stories
The stories do not have to be long, just write
Churchill’s picture of a sandy beach
Paintings embroidered in gold foil of local members of the Black community
Art can be seen in many forms

“Along the
Road”

The scholarships offered at McNeese
Adhered traditions to not walk on the handheld torch
My friend, as he opened his mouth to reveal eaten food
The thoughtful blue walls of the cafeteria
The excited chatter of people around
My mentor, as she helped me through my college application
Answered a plethora of questions
The appreciation I had for her
As I prepared for the next big turn in my life
College awareness, that is the goal
Be guided and informed for the next chapter
With many new memories made along the road

Ode to my Black G2, Fine Tip Pen
Creator of worlds
you got me here
standing in front of my peers
with you I can write away my fears
simply make them disappear
glide so smoothly
without you I’m truly
just a reflection in the mirror
with a mind that is unclear
I’ve got a lot of proving
to do with you
they’ve got no clue
what’s coming
as I stand on this stage and
think about running
I remember my G2
saying it’s just what you do

for some reason I didn’t
think that would happen
I’ve created magic
you’re my witness
you’ve made my words valid,
because of you I did this.
I plant my shoes
in the ground beneath me
hone in on my breathing
and just start reading.
At first the silence in return is
creepy
but then some giggles start
seeping
and I’m ecstatic
I’ve broken through the static
and got a real life human
reaction

Thank you for attending the
“Epiphanies Everywhere”
2021 Showcase event!

